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ABSTRACT
MODELING POLYMERIC SYSTEMS
MAY 2002
PAUL M. WELCH, B.S., UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN MISSISSIPPI
M.S., UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN MISSISSIPPI
PH.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS, AMHERST
Directed by: Professor M. Muthukumar
This thesis investigates the physics of various polymeric systems via the tool
of computer simulation. The problems addressed include the tunable conforma-
tions of dendritic polyelectrolytes, the complexation of oppositely charged linear
polyelectrolytes to charged dendrimers, the molecular mechanisms of polymer crys-
tallization, and the retractive response of polymers perturbed from their equilib-
rium conformations. The algorithms employed include both equilibrium Metropolis
Monte Carlo and Brownian dynamics methods. The computational investigations
are augmented by scaling and variational theory treatments. The results of these
studies complement experimental ventures in the respective fields and provide new
insight into the limitations of existing theoretical descriptions.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Simulation as Experiment
Traditionally, scientific investigations were easily classified as either experimen-
tal or theoretical. Over the past 50 years, however, computer simulation emerged
as a bridge between these two modes of research. Though computer modeling has
primarily been applied by theorists to move beyond the limits of mathematical
tractability, the rapid growth of the availability and speed of digital computers is
beginning to effect a major research paradigm shift toward a new kind of "experi-
ment," the computer experiment. The interdisciplinary field of polymer science has
long embraced this approach to investigation, and the modern capabilities of even
personal computers means that the day of the computational polymer scientist has
certainly arrived. Within the coming decades computational scientists may indeed
deliver the oft promised economical alternative to bench top chemical exploration.
Today, however, the appeal of computer experiments for polymer scientists lies in
the ability of simulations to provide a molecular level view of the physical behavior
of polymers. This thesis exploits this ability to provide new insights into both old
challenges and new problems. The diversity of the problems addressed here testifies
to the power and flexibility of computer simulations.
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1.2 Dendrimer Studies
Chapters 2 and 3 address the nature of a new class of highly branched poly-
mers known as dendrimers for their tree like topology. Specifically, Chapter 2
demonstrates that the shape of the intramolecular density profile of dendritic poly-
electrolytes in solution can be tailored by varying the ionic strength of the solvent.
Further, the simulations show that a reversible transition between a "dense core"
and a "dense shell" dendritic structure may be observed as the ionic strength is
cycled from high to low. Chapter 2 also presents the necessary conditions in terms
of salt concentration and various molecular variables such as generation number,
spacer length, and number of charges, for realizing the potential of dendrimers as
hosts in controlled-release and similar applications.
Chapter 3 investigates the interaction between oppositely charged linear and
dendritic polyelectrolytes. Much of the experimental effort to realize the possible
uses of dendrimers has focused on the complexation of charged dendrimers to op-
positely charged polyelectrolytes to form controlled delivery systems. Employing
computer simulation and theory, Chapter 3 presents a molecular-level picture of
these guest-host aggregates and the conditions necessary for forming them. Specif-
ically, the simulations examine the equilibrium and dynamic complexation behavior
of a monocentric dendrimer with charged terminal groups to a flexible, oppositely
charged polyelectrolyte. Three different types of complexes are noted depending
upon the solution ionic strength and the sizes of the dendrimer and chain. This
study finds that a dendrimer may encapsulate a chain, a chain and a dendrimer
may mutually interpenetrate, or a unique "chain-walking" phenomenon may be
observed. The critical conditions for complexation, density profiles of the polyelec-
trolyte and the dendrimer in the complex, and the curious dynamics observed are
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discussed. A closed formula is proposed via a variational approach to describe the
critical conditions for complexation between a dendrimer and a polyelectrolyte.
1.3 Polymer Crystallization Studies
Chapter 4 focuses on the long-standing challenges of polymer crystallization.
This chapter delineates the results of Brownian dynamics simulations of the early
and intermediate stages of polymer crystallization from dilute solution. The sim-
ulations demonstrate that the mechanism of polymer crystallization in the earliest
stages is nucleation and growth, in contradiction to the recently proposed spin-
odal mode. Chapter 4 also details a study of the mechanism of fold thickness
selection, the activity at the growth front, and the internal dynamics of a grow-
ing polymer crystal. These Brownian dynamics simulations show that (1) entropic
barriers control the selection of the initial lamellar thickness, (2) growth at the
crystalline interface is chain adsorption followed by crystallographic registry, and
(3) that lamellar thickening is a highly cooperative process requiring the mobil-
ity of all chains in the crystal. These results, especially the latter, challenge the
conventional Lauritzen-Hoffman theory and its generalizations.
1.4 Single Molecule Force Spectroscopy Studies
Chapter 5 demonstrates the use of a Brownian dynamics simulation technique
for investigating the response of chains to an external force. The specific system
examined is the simple case of an excluded volume chain tethered to an athermal
surface pulled upon by a model atomic force microscopy probe. This system, while
3
simple, only recently was examined experimentally. The results from this chapter
show excellent agreement with the experimental observations and illustrate how
to reconstruct the underlying equilibrium free energy of a polymer from such non-
equilibrium processes.
1.5 Pedagogical Goals
Finally, while the results of these computer experiments comprise my primary
scientific contributions to the field of polymer science, I also hope that this thesis
will be of pedagogical value and serve as an aid to future students by providing de-
tailed examples of how to implement computer simulations of polymers. With this
goal in mind, Appendix B and the accompanying CD-ROM provide the schematic
for the computational facility I used throughout this work and the source code
for the version of my simulation software that provided most of these results. In
addition to the problems addressed in this thesis, I have applied variations of this
software to many other problems such as polymer translocation through a hole,
charged dendrimer adsorbtion to oppositely charged surfaces, and single molecule
force spectroscopy on a variety of polymer systems including double stranded DNA,
adsorbed linear polyelectrolytes, and tethered polymer crystals. The code therefore
offers a rich mine of data awaiting further excavation.
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CHAPTER 2
TUNING THE DENSITY PROFILE OF DENDRITIC
POLYELECTROLYTES
2.1 Introduction
The potential application of dendrimers in an array of technologically impor-
tant roles has fueled the rapid growth of research in this field. A wide synthetic
variety of dendrimers have been made with the aim of utilizing these molecules
as hosts in controlled-release systems and as catalytic substrates. [1-3] The nature
of the intramolecular density profile and the position of the terminal groups are
critical in these applications. Ideally, the branches of the dendrimer would be
highly extended at each generation of growth, with branch termini lying at the
periphery of the molecule, as illustrated in Figure 2.1A. Several theoretical [4-1 2]
and experimental[13-20] studies have addressed the possibility of this occurring in
flexible dendritic systems. Some experimental evidence, [16-20] however, suggests
that this behavior is not realized. Consideration of the conformational entropy
of the molecule provides an understanding of the observed phenomena. In order
to maximize the entropy, flexible dendrimers access many conformations that are
inconsistent with the "dense shell" picture. [4] This exploration of phase space re-
sults in a "dense core" [5, 7-12] average conformation, as pictured in Figure 2. IB.
If, however, the extended branch conformations were made far more energetically
favorable, then the entropy would be reduced to accommodate this energy differ-
ence, and the dense shell picture would be recovered. In this chapter we present a
prescription for achieving this goal by exploiting Coulombic interactions.
In polyelectrolytic dendrimers, charge-charge repulsions may be minimized by
forcing the charged moieties as far apart as possible. This should result in an ex-
pansion of the dendrimer with a corresponding rearrangement of the density profile.
The DOSY NMR studies of Young and co-workers[21] and the SANS work of Briber
and co-workers[22] both suggest this. These studies indicate that changing the pH
of dendritic solutions results in a corresponding change in observed conformational
properties. We explore this polyelectrolytic behavior in this study. Our results
indicate not only that the dense shell picture may be realized, but also that the
intramolecular density profile may be tuned from that of the dense core to that
of the dense shell model with experimentally accessible parameters such as salt
concentration or solvent pH, as illustrated in Figure 2.1.
To test this hypothesis, we applied the Monte Carlo computer simulation tech-
nique to the problem. The details of the model and algorithm are presented in
Section 2.2. In Section 2.3, results which support our conjecture and a brief dis-
cussion of the possible applications of these findings are presented. A summary is
provided in Section 2.4.
fi
2.2 Model and Simulation Technique
2.2.1 Model
A bead-spring, united atom model was utilized to represent the synthetic den-
drimers, as shown in Figure 2.2. The springs play the role of bonds and the beads
that of the molecule's mass. Each bead is of the same diameter. The coarse-grained
models studied are topological^ the analog of polypropylene imine) dendrimer.
Unit charge was placed at all branch junctions and terminal groups, corresponding
to a fully methylated or highly charged pH-sensitive synthetic system. The charged
beads are illustrated in grey in Figure 2.2.
Bonded interactions, excluded volume interactions, and charge-charge repul-
sions were considered in our study, as illustrated in Figure 2.2. The energetics of
the model dcndrimers were described by the following potential:
The first term, a finitely extensible nonlinear elastic (FENE) potential, maintains
the elastic connectivity of the bonds. This term permits fluctuations in the statis-
tical bond length to facilitate equilibration of the model. The FENE potential is
similar to the harmonic, "spring" potential, but maintains a maximum and mini-
mum limit on the bond length. Here, N is the total number of beads in the molecule
and K is the spring constant. R — lmax - L with /0 = kasiW, ^ /max; and lmin
are the length of bond z, the maximum, and the minimum bond lengths, respec-
tively. The values of the parameters were chosen to scale the simulation in units
(2.1)
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of Bjerrum length and to prevent the occurrence of phantom chains. The value
of the Bjerrum length, lB , in water at room temperature is 7.lA.[23] In synthetic
systems, the distance between branch points is estimated to be on the order of 5A.
For model systems with one spring between branch points, / e should correspond to
o
this experimental value. Therefore, we set l0 = £ = 0.7 to yield one simulational
unit equal to 7.1 A. To prevent non-physical bond crossing, after Binder et al.,[24]
we have taken K = 20.0//|, lmin = 0AIB and lmax = 1.0/s .
The second term, the Morse potential, models the excluded volume interactions
between non-bonded beads. Similar to the Lennard-Jones potential, this term is
characterized by a repulsive core at short distances and an attractive tail at long
distances. Therefore, simulations may be performed in good, 6, and poor solvents.
However, this potential is more computationally efficient because the attractive tail
falls off more rapidly with distance than does the Lennard-Jones expression. Thus,
a linked-cell technique was employed to truncate this term at a length of one cell
box. a and a are strength and range parameters, respectively, ry is the distance
between beads i and j. d is the bead diameter. In order to ensure computational
efficiency, after Binder et al.,[24] we chose a = 24.0/Ib such that the Morse term
falls to zero for ry > 1.25rf. Thus, d = 0.8/^ yields a linked-cell of unit dimension.
a was set to unity and solvent quality determined by UbT, the thermal energy.
Rather than calculate the FENE and Morse potentials exactly for every new state
generated in the simulation, a table of discrete energy values was created at the
beginning of the simulations. The bonded interactions were thus approximated
by searching the table for the energy value that most closely corresponded to the
calculated bond length. A Al{ value of 6.00 x 10~% was used in creating the ta-
ble. A value of Ar{j equal to 8.75 x 10"
4
/B was used in constructing the Morse table.
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No difference in accuracy was observed between simulations employing these tables
and those that used exact calculation of the potentials.
The third term, the Debye-Huckel potential, approximates the repulsive Coulom-
bic interactions. This term allows for the parameterization of solvent ionic strength
via K, the inverse Debye screening length, which is proportional to the square root
of the added salt concentration.
ft
2
= 47rlB^ Ci 2,
2
(2.2)
i
Here, a and Z{ are the concentration and valence of the zth ion, respectively. The
potential falls off rapidly at low values of Debye length, corresponding to high salt
concentrations, but is long-ranged for large values, representing low salt concentra-
tions. T! indicates that the summation runs over Nf tri-functional and terminal
beads. kT1 was adjusted within the range of experimentally obtainable values, 3Ato
300A, corresponding to salt concentrations of 1 molar to 0.1 millimolar. This term
was calculated exactly for every pair-wise interaction in the system: no truncation
was performed on the charge-charge interactions.
Since our objective was to simulate polyelectrolytic dendrimers in good solvent
conditions, solvent quality was studied for non-charged analogs by analysis of the
dependence of the mean-squared radius of gyration, (R^), relative to its value at
^-conditions, (R%)$, as a function of temperature. {R2
g )e was determined from the
Gaussian form factor via Guinier law plots. The details of these calculations are
outlined in reference [25]. kBT was set to 0.7a, well within the good solvent region
for these models.
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2.2.2 Algorithm
Metropolis Monte Carlo simulations employing a bond-fluctuation algorithm
adopted from Milehev and Binder[24] were used to generate the statistical ensem-
bles. Random self avoiding walks complying with the bond length constraints were
generated for initial conditions. These configurations were then relaxed for 30,000
perturbations prior to collecting statistics. The algorithm is straight-forward. A
bead is chosen at random and its location perturbed by AX, AY and AZ in the
range of ±0.5 simulational units. The energy change, AU, for the transition from
the prior conformation to the new conformation is then calculated. If AU is nega-
tive, the new conformation is accepted. If not, it is accepted or rejected according
to the Metropolis criteria. [26] Specifically, a random number in the range of 0 to 1 is
chosen. If the random number is less than the Boltzmann factor for the transition,
AU
e kBT
,
then the new conformation is accepted. Otherwise, the previous conforma-
tion is restored. This process is repeated for millions of cycles and the physical
properties of the molecule are calculated every 10,000 Monte Carlo steps (MCS),
each step representing N perturbations. These instantaneous values are used to
generate running averages.
Three variables were examined in this study: the number of generations of
growth, the number of springs and non-charged beads between branch points, and
k"1 . Statistics were collected for 3 to 6 million MCS. Approximately 1/3 of the
perturbations were successful, leading to ensemble populations of at least 1 million
configurations per simulation. Rapid equilibration of the models was observed.
Doubling the number of MCS led to only a 0.7% change in (R2
g )
for the largest
model studied.
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2.3 Results and Discussions
2.3.1 Scaling Analysis
.
Monte Carlo trajectories were constructed from (R*) to monitor the approach
to equilibrium. A strong dependence of (flj) on K and N was observed. An analysis
Of these results was facilitated by a simple Flory argument. The conformational
free energy for polyelectrolytie dendrimers is governed by three components: an
elastic connectivity term, an excluded volume term, and a Coulombic interaction
term.
F
k f ~ lastic ^excluded + FCoulombic (2.3)
Fdastic should, as in the linear case, reflect the scaling behavior of dendrimers
without excluded volume. Zimm and Stockmayer[27] showed that R2 oc /V 1 /'2 for
random dendritic molecules. Thus,
&elastic °^ yyl/2 (2-4)
Examination of the pairwisc interaction portion of the Edwards Hamiltonian
yields the sought after dependence for the excluded volume and Coulombic repul-
sion terms. In the limit of high salt concentration, the two terms may be combined
into an effective delta function potential. [28]
it 1 pNlo rNlo / A t \
W = mL ""I *'[*«>-*0] + (2-5)
Here, w is the familiar effective excluded volume interaction magnitude and is given
by the binary-cluster integral:
w
I
4% 1 - e S* (2.6)
I I
ul3 is the pairwise non-bonded interaction, the Morse potential in this study. Nu-
merical evaluation of eq. (2.6) yields a value of 0.11 for w in this study. This
was found to be in good agreement with the value obtained by fitting data from
simulated linear molecules with the well known Flory cross-over equation. [29] R( s )
is the spatial location of the segments, s is the contour position variable along the
chain. The delta function contributes a i?"3 scaling. Thus,
F w ( 47t1b\ N2
^excluded + rCoulombic OC yw H
—J
—
. (2.7)
Combination of eqs (2.4) and (2.7) and minimization of F/kBT with respect to
Rg yields the following expected scaling behavior for higher salt concentrations:
AT5/4
Rg Mb
w +
K2 J
(2.8)
Figure 2.3 illustrates the simulations' agreement with this prediction for gener-
ations three, four, and five with 1, 2, and 4 springs between branch points. The
predicted behavior is observed for much of the data. The scaling argument is most
effective at reducing the data for high values of k corresponding to the high salt
concentration limit, and for 4 springs between branch points, corresponding to
higher values of TV where the mean-field nature of the treatment is expected to be
more applicable. However, the simulations included Debye lengths spanning the
range from high to low salt concentrations. This is reflected in Figure 2.3 by the
deviation away from the predicted behavior at low values of k and by the slope of
approximately 1/10 as opposed to the predicted 1/5.
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2.3.2 Smart Behavior Observed
Figure 2.4 exemplifies the "smart" behavior predicted for these molecules. Re-
sults from a single simulation of a fifth generation dendrimer with 2 springs between
branch points in which at1 was cycled from 3Ato 300Aare presented. This figure
demonstrates not only that a large percent change in <i$, 65% in this case, is ef-
fected with varying Coulombic screening, but also that the proposed corresponding
conformational rearrangement is achieved: the model dendrimer redistributes its
mass from a dense core picture to that reflecting a dense shell representation. This
figure also demonstrates two important traits of the simulation. Since the same
average value of (R2
g)
is recovered rapidly from differing initial conformations, the
results indicate the algorithm's ergodicity and speed of equilibration.
2.3.3 Density Profiles
The density profiles better illustrate the transition from a dense core to a dense
shell average conformation. The average density profiles were calculated by dividing
the space around the configurational center of the model dendrimers into concentric
shells of thickness d. The average segment density in each shell at a distance r away
from the center, (p(r)>, is given as:
(p(r)) = (n(r))
v^
(2.9)
(n (r)) is the ensemble average number of beads in the shell at distance r. and
Vs (r) are the volumes of the beads and shells, respectively.
At k~ 1 = 3A, corresponding to high salt concentration, the density is observed
to be monotonically decaying with radial distance in accordance with the dense core
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picture, as predicted by Lescanec and Muthukumar.[5] However, as is increased
to 64A, corresponding to low salt concentration, a minimum occurs near the core,
indicating increased porosity in the interior of the molecule. This minimum is
followed by a secondary peak in density near the model's periphery, approaching
the dense shell picture. The depth of this minimum and the radial position of the
secondary peak increases with increasing K~K This effect is most pronounced for
the higher generations and is absent in generations one and two for 1, 2, and 4
springs between branch points. Figure 2.5 is representative of the density profile
behavior. Results for the fifth generation of growth with 2 springs between branch
points are illustrated.
The density profiles of the terminal segments were also examined. Regardless
of the value of k~\ the terminal groups are found to be dispersed throughout the
molecule. However, the location of maximum terminal group density does shift
towards the periphery with increasing This behavior is demonstrated in Fig-
ure 2.6 in which results for the fifth generation dendrimer with 4 springs between
branch points are illustrated. k~ 1 was cycled from 3Ato 300A. In the high salt
limit the maximum terminal group density lies below the (R2
g )
l/2/lB value of 4.80.
However, in the low salt limit the maximum falls above the (R2 ) 1/2 /lB value of
9.22. Further, the value of {R2)t of the terminal groups is found to be higher than
that for the whole molecule, regardless of the value of kT 1 and the corresponding
terminal group distribution. For example, in simulations of sixth generation mono-
centric model dendrimers analogous to poly(amido amine) with an ammonia core
and charged terminal groups, the ratio of (R2 )T/(fig) shifts from 1.81 to 4.65 when
K~ l is varied from 3Ato 300A.
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2.3.4 Form Factors
To facilitate comparison with SANS data, the spherically averaged single par-
tide form factor, S(q), was calculated.
S^ =W^t^^ (2,0)
where
i9i= f sin (D- (2u)
A secondary peak in the single particle form factor is observed to arise, and the
magnitude of the peak is seen to increase with increasing k~ 1 for generations three
and above. The location of the maximum shifts to lower values of \q\ with increas-
ing This peak corresponds to the development of internal order whose length
scale increases with decreasing Coulombic screening. This behavior, shown in Fig-
ure 2.7, is in qualitative agreement with experimental observations for poly(amido
amine) dendrimers studied via SANS, [22] though the experiments were carried out
at a higher concentration and include intermolecular correlations. Results for the
fifth generation of growth with 4 springs between branch points are presented with
k~ 1 in the range of 3 to 64A.
2.3.5 Non-Charged Limit
Figure 2.8 illustrates the model's relevance to experimentally realizable syn-
thetic systems. SANS results for poly (propylene imine) dendrimers from the liter-
ature[30] and our simulation results in the non-charged limit are presented. Good
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agreement is observed with a slight over-prediction at higher generations. This sys-
tematic deviation likely arises from the thermodynamic nature of the simulation.
Specifically, the exact value of kBT in the simulational units corresponding to the
solvent quality or magnitude of the excluded volume interaction of the experimen-
tal system is difficult to ascertain. Nonetheless, this comparison does illustrate the
applicability of the model and algorithm to the study of synthetic systems.
2.3.6 Discussion
These results demonstrate two technologically important properties of poly-
electrolytic dendrimers. First, the position of most terminal moieties in the low
electrostatic screening limit is on the surface of the molecule. This is of particular
significance for the proposed catalytic and high-density crosslinking applications
that would take advantage of the large number of reactive terminal groups. Sec-
ond, not only may the hollow core conformation be obtained in the limit of low
salt concentration or by adjusting the pH, but the density profile may also be
tuned to the dense core picture by simply adjusting external experimental con-
straints. This behavior is requisite for the controlled release applications proposed
for these molecules. [1-3] One might imagine trapping a small molecule inside a
polyelectrolytic dendrimer at low salt concentration or at low pH. Then, the small
molecule, a drug for example, may be delivered by placing the guest-host complex
in a high salt or neutral pH medium to effect a rearrangement of the density pro-
file. This rearrangement may be expected to eject the guest from its dendritic cage.
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2.4 Conclusions
•
In conclusion, the dilute solution behavior of polyelectrolytic dendrimers in sol-
vents of various ionic strengths has been examined by Monte Carlo simulations.
The intramolecular density profile is observed to be heavily dependent upon the
Debyc screening length. Based upon these results, we predict that the density pro-
files of synthetic systems are tunable from that of the dense core to that of the dense
shell picture by manipulation of the salt concentration or pH in aqueous solutions.
Studies in the literature suggest this possibility, but we present here the first clear
demonstration of the large changes in molecular dimension that are realizable. Fi-
nally, experimental realization of these predictions continues to be debated in the
literature. [31-35]
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Low [Salt] High [Salt]
B
Figure 2.1: A) The hollow core, "dense shell" picture. B) The "dense core" picture.
These are representative snapshots from the statistical ensembles generated in this
study for the 6th generation with 2 springs between branch points.
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Figure 2.2: The bead-spring model employed in this study. The charged beads are
colored grey.
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tions. Data for 1, 2, and 4 springs between branch points is presented in A), B),
and C), respectively. All lengths are in units of Angstroms.
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Figure 2.4: Smart behavior demonstrated in a polyelectrolytic 5th generation den-
drimer with 2 springs between branch points. tz~ x was cycled from 3A (high salt
concentration) to 300A (low salt concentration).
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Figure 2.5: Typical density profiles. Data for a b th generation dendrimer with 2
springs between branch points are shown.
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Figure 2.6: Typical density profiles for the terminal segments. Data for a
generation dendrimer with 4 springs between branch points are shown.
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Figure 2.7: Typical structure factors for the model dendrimers. The data have
a 0
been shifted along the y-axis by f5 = nx 0.015 with n = 0 for « = 64/1 and rc = 6
for k~ 1 = 3A Data for a 5th generation dendrimer with 2 springs between branch
points are shown.
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Figure 2.8: A comparison of experimental results for poly(propylene imine) den-
drimers and the Monte Carlo results for their bead-spring, topological analogs in
the non-charged limit.
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CHAPTER 3
DENDRIMER-POLYELECTROLYTE COMPLEXATION:
A MODEL GUEST-HOST SYSTEM
3.1 Introduction
There has recently been an increased interest in studying complexation between
polyelectrolytes and oppositely charged entities. [28, 36-49] The dendritic polymer
topology offers many unique and interesting opportunities within this context. The
growing list of possible applications includes their use as molecular cages and con-
trolled delivery agents. [50] Pioneering experimental work has been carried out to
explore and develop these proposed uses for dendrimers.[2, 3, 50-56] Much of this
effort has focused on the complexation of charged dendrimers to oppositely charged
polyelectrolytes. Of particular note are the DNA transport studies of Kukowska-
Latallo and Ottaviani and their coworkers, [52-54] the light scattering investigation
of polycation - dendrimer complexation by Li et al,[55] and the potentiometric titra-
tion studies of Kabanov and company. [56] These works clearly demonstrate that
charged dendrimers may be employed to capture and transport oppositely charged
polyelectrolytes. Although these experimental works elegantly demonstrate the
potential these molecules possess to fulfill this role, a clear understanding of the
criteria to form these complexes and the attendant molecular behavior is not eas-
ily discerned. Here, we attempt to elucidate a clearer molecular-level picture via
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analytical and computer simulation techniques. Specifically, we examine the equi-
librium complexation behavior of a monocentric dendrimer with charged terminal
groups to a flexible, oppositely charged polyelectrolyte in solutions. Our approach
is to investigate the molecular nature of the complex via bond-fluctuation Monte
Carlo simulations and to predict the critical complexation conditions with a varia-
tional calculation. Questions pertaining to the chain location within the complex,
the permeability of the dendrimer, and the change in dimension of both species
upon complexation are addressed.
In section 3.2 we present the computer simulation model and technique used to
calculate the equilibrium behavior of the complexes. The results of our simulations
are presented in section 3.3. In section 3.4 we present our analytical prediction
for the critical complexation conditions and a comparison of that result with our
simulations. The significance of our findings are discussed in light of the above
mentioned experimental work in section 3.5 and we make some concluding remarks
in section 3.6.
3.2 Simulation Model and Algorithm
3.2.1 Model
A bead-spring, united atom model was employed to represent both the monocen-
tric dendrimer with charged terminal groups and the fully-charged chain-electrolyte.
The springs serve to maintain the topological connectivity in the molecules and
have the same average length in both. The beads represent the mass and are the
sites of the pair-wise interactions. All beads are of the same diameter, d. Three
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generations of dendritic growth, 4, 5, and 6, and three chain molecular weights,
15, 30, and 60, were examined. The terminal groups of the dendrimer and every
bead on the chain have charge <?e, where e is the fundamental unit of charge. The
charge-charge interaction between the two molecules is attractive, corresponding
to the interaction of a polyanion with a polycation. Charged beads arc illustrated
in black and gray in Figure 3.1. This model is analogous to the experimentally
realizable system of an ammonia core based dendritic poly(amido amine) [57] or
dendritic poly(propylene imine)[58] with charged terminal groups complexing to a
flexible polyelectrolyte such as poly (acrylic acid).
This simulation incorporated three classes of interactions: bonded, excluded
volume, and Coulombic. The "finitely extensible nonlinear elastic" (FENE)[59]
potential was employed to maintain the bond constraints and is given by eq. (3.1).
u
NL -l
1
= -KR* f £ logkBT
i=l
1
I - I
X 2
R
ND -1
£=1
1 -
I — I
x 2
(3.1)
Here, ND and NL are the number of dendritic and linear beads, respectively. K
is the spring constant and is set to 20.0/Z|. R = lmax - l0 where l 0 =
hi lmax , and lmin are the bond length of bond z, the maximum, and the minimum
bond lengths, respectively. The values of these parameters were chosen to scale
the simulation lengths by the Bjerrum length, lB (defined below), and to prevent
the occurrence of "phantom chains." As in Chapter 2, we have taken l0 = 0.7^,
lmax = 1.0/b, and lmin = 0.41B for both the dendrimer and the linear chain. Also as
in Chapter 2, the FENE potential was approximated by a table of discrete values.
The electrostatic attractions and repulsions were approximated by the Debye-
Hiickcl potential, [60] eq. (3.2) below.
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The primes indicate summation over only the terminal groups of the dendrimer.
NT is the number of dendritic terminal groups and ry is the distance between two
charged beads. The inverse Debye length, k, is a measure of the solution ionic
strength and is given by:
k2 = 47rlB ^cizl (3.3)
e
2
Here, Cj and z{ are the concentration and valence of the zth ion, respectively. e 0 is
the permittivity of vacuum and e is the dielectric constant. k~1 was varied from
0A2lB to 42.0/b, spanning the range of aqueous salt concentrations from 1 molar to
0.1 millimolar at 25°C. In the limit of high solvent ionic strength the potential falls
off rapidly but is long ranged in the low salt concentration limit. We have studied
different values of \q\ = 1.0,0.5, and 0.1. In realistic situations, smaller counter
ions may play a substantial role and at present the correct form of the potential
between two charges on two macromolecules in an electrolyte solution is not known.
To facilitate an understanding of the large scale behavior of complexation between
macromolecules, however, we have assumed the Debye-Hiickel potential between
two charges.
Finally, the excluded volume interactions between all the beads in the system
were modeled by cq. (3.5), the Morse[60] potential.
a ( Nh r N° \
+w E [(«-^-* - *r - 1 +E - 1) 2 - A) (3.5)
a and a" 1 are, respectively, the strength and range parameters employed for the
intramolecular potentials. In this study, or 1 = l B/24 and d = 0.8/B in order to
prevent bond-crossing and to provide a short truncation length of 3.5/B for the
interaction. [24] a was chosen as our fundamental unit of energy and solvent quality
was determined by kBT. The simulation was carried out in a "good" solvent regime
for both molecules with kBT = 0.7cr.[24, 25] Different values for the strength and
range parameters were used for the intermolecular interactions. To mimic a purely
hard-bead interaction, a'-1 and a' were assigned the values of /B /80.0 and 0.01a,
respectively. As in Chapter 2, a discrete table of energy values was generated at
the beginning of the simulations and used to approximate the Morse energy values.
3.2.2 Algorithm
A generalization to multiple molecules of the algorithm presented in Chapter
2 was employed in this study. Bond-fluctuation was accomplished by randomly
displacing beads by AX, AY, and AZ in the range ±0.5/g and constraining the
bond lengths to lie within the above stated bounds. The transition to each new
state, corresponding to a new link in the Markovian chain, was accepted with
the Metropolis criteria. [26] Specifically, a new conformation was generated and the
change in energy, AU = AUB + AUC + AU£ , computed. If the system decreased
in energy, the new state was accepted. Otherwise a random number between 0 and 1
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was obtained and the new state was accepted if the random number was less than
the Boltzmann factor for the transition,
.
The simulations were carried out in two stages. First, the chain and dendrimer
were equilibrated in isolation at a given ionic strength. A linear rod was used as an
initial configuration for the chains. Depending upon molecular weight, statistics for
the chains were accumulated over 5 to 10 million Monte Carlo steps (MCS), each
step comprising a number of attempted perturbations equal to the chain length.
Samples from the ensemble were taken at a frequency of 1 every 10,000 to 40,000
MCS, varying with chain length. Similarly, an initially random, self-avoiding den-
drimer was simulated for 5 to 10 million MCS and statistics were gathered once
every 10,000 MCS. The sample frequencies were determined using standard statis-
tical techniques[61] and were chosen to ensure that statistically independent values
were averaged. In both cases, the ensemble average radius of gyration for each
molecule was calculated to monitor the approach to equilibrium.
Next, samples from the equilibrium ensembles generated in the single molecule
simulations were placed in close proximity to one another, usually 71b-31b apart.
The bond-fluctuation algorithm then continued for 5 million more MCS and the
population was sampled every 10,000 MCS after an initial 1 million MCS had
elapsed for complexation and equilibration. Slow relaxation processes may be ex-
pected to be operational in this system. However, in order to verify that com-
plexation did or did not occur for values of k near the critical value, samples from
complexes equilibrated under lower ionic strengths were used as initial conditions.
The critical value of « demonstrated no dependence on the initial condition used,
and the ensemble averages obtained proved independent of both initial conditions
and Monte Carlo trajectory (differing random number seed). Thus, though the
statistics may not be rigorously ^correlated, we do expect that they are represen-
tative of equilibrium complexes.
The instantaneous adsorption energy defined as the total interaction between
the dendrimer and the chain, Ea = Ue +Uc, was calculated to monitor the approach
to equilibrium. Ensemble averages of several conformational characteristics were
obtained post-simulation. The mean-square radii of gyration for the chain, (R2 )L ,
and the dendrimer, (R2
g )D , in the complex were calculated. Further, to facilitate
a clear picture of the chain's location relative to the dendrimer, the dendrimer-
centered chain density profile, (p) L , and dendrimer terminal group density profile,
(p)T , were calculated post-simulation using eq. (3.6) below.
(p(r)) = (n{r))^-r. (3.6)
(n (r)) is the ensemble average number of beads in the shell at distance r. Vb and
Vs (r) are the volumes of the beads and shells, respectively.
3.3 Simulation Results
3.3.1 Dendrimer Density Profile
As described below, the role of the chain in the guest-host system depends
upon several variables. However, the basic requirement for the encapsulation of a
molecule by the dendrimer is the presence of dendritic cavities. In Chapter 2 we
proposed the conditions under which flexible dicentric dendrimers with charges at
each branch and terminal group might form such cavities. In this study, we also
find that the density profile of monocentric dendrimers with charges at only the
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terminal groups may be similarly tuned with ionic strength of the solution. For
generations 4 and 5, (p) D is found to be monotonically decreasing® in the high salt
limit and a pronounced depression [4] is observed near the center of the dendrimer
in the low salt limit for generation 5. Generation 6 presents similar behavior in
the low salt limit, but also expresses a dip in density one bead diameter away from
the center in the high salt limit due to the strong correlation of the location of the
first three branch points as noted in other theoretical studies.[7,8] This behavior is
illustrated in Figure 3.2.
The radial distribution of charged terminal groups is critical in determining the
complexation conditions, as suggested by our variational result discussed below.
For all generations of growth, the location of the terminal groups was found to
be distributed throughout the molecule in the high salt limit and pushed to the
periphery in the low salt regime. This is illustrated in Figure 3.3. Note that
the depletion of terminal groups near the center for all solvent conditions yields a
consistently higher value for {R2
9 )t, the squared radius of gyration for the terminal
groups, than that for the total molecule. This is illustrated for generation 6 in
Figure 3.4.
3.3.2 Complexation-Induced Collapse
In all cases both the dendrimer and the chain shrank in their radial dimension
upon complexation. This change in size is illustrated in Figures 3.5-3.7. Figure
3.5 presents {R2g)
l
J
2
for a 30 bead chain. Note that as k increases, the size of the
complexed chain approaches that of the chain in free solution. Similar behavior was
observed for 15 bead chains. 60 bead chains present a more complicated picture, as
illustrated in Figure 3.6. For complexes formed with generation 5 and 6 dendrimer,
the above noted behavior was recovered. However, generation 4 appears to interact
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with the 60 bead chain in a markedly different fashion than the larger dendrimers
yielding a much smaller change in chain size. Note that the apparent dip in (J$)V"
for the generation 4 complex at kIb « 0.6 is within the standard deviation of
±0.5//,. The dendrimers displayed much more uniform behavior. In all cases the
dendrimer shrank upon complexation and approached the free solution limit with
increasing ionic shielding, as illustrated in Figure 3.7.
3.3.3 Guest-Host Behavior
Three types of complexes were observed to form depending upon the solution
ionic strength and relative sizes and charge densities of the molecules. Varying
these parameters led to a continuous transition from one type of complex to an-
other. Nevertheless, this qualitative classification scheme presented below is useful
for understanding the variety of behaviors that may be realized in these systems,
(i) For large dendrimers and short chains, the dendrimer encapsulates the chain
and the chain collapses to a coil wrapped within the dendrimer. This is clearly
demonstrated when the distribution of terminal groups is compared to the density
of chain segments about the center of the dendrimer. Figures 3.8 and 3.9 illustrate
this for a generation 6 dendrimer complexed to a 15 bead chain with k~ 1 = 42.0/^
and |<7| = 1.0. For visual contrast, all chains are rendered as worms and only the
terminal groups of the dendrimer are drawn as beads. Here, the chain is seen to
fall completely within the radial location of the maximum terminal group density.
This behavior is representative of complexes between small chain electrolytes and
large dendrimers.
(ii) The second type of complex is one in which the chain not only penetrates,
but also has significant density outside of the dendrimer. This is illustrated in
Figures 3.10 and 3.11 for a generation 5 dendriraer complexed to a go | )Wtt| chain
with if1 = l.OZfl and \q\ = 1.0.
(iii) [n the limit of the smallest dendrimer and largest chain studied, closest to
a true polymer-dendrimer system, a unique complex is formed in which the den-
drimer does not possess sufficient charge to shield the chain's self repulsion to the
extent that the chain will shrink. In this case, the chain is only perturbed from its
stretched behavior in the immediate vicinity of the dendrimer. This is illustrated
by Figures 3.12 and i:j in which a generation 4 dendrimer has complexed to a 60
bead chain at the solution ionic strength, « 1 8.96/b and \q\ i.o. Note that
near the dendrimer the chain has coiled, but that the rest of the chain remains ex
tended. In addition to the "ball-and-chain" configuration shown here, the complex
demonstrates interesting and novel dynamics: the dendrimer is observed bo "walk"
along the chain. Due to the fluctuations in both chain and dendrimer conforms
Lions the dendrimer illustrated In Figure 3. M is observed to migrate from one chain
end at 3.89X10flMCS to the other chain end at 4.89X10flMCS. The dendrimer's
migration is not deterministic, beginning at one end and moving towards the other
before reversing direction, but the dendrimer is observed to complete several laps
in the COUrse Of the Simulation. This type Of Complex was observed for all values of
k 1 above the critical value for 60 bead chains and generation 4 dendrimer. Though
similar behavior has been observed for polyelectrolyte-sphere complexes, [48] Monte
( !arlo does not capture actual dynamics and this chain walking phenomenon may
prove to be only a transient.
The above described complexes are qualitatively different from complexes[47]
((M ined by tWO oppositely charged polyelectroly tcs.
3.4 Critical Complexation Conditions
3.4.1 Theoretical Prediction
Complexation was observed to occur for a broad range of solution ionic strengths
for all combinations of dendrimer and chain molecular weights studied. However,
to identify the conditions necessary for complexation, we resort to a theoretical
technique. Much analytical effort has been applied to the study of adsorption of a
polyelectrolyte molecule to various surfaces. [28, 36-46] Particularly germane to the
current investigation is the earlier work by von Goeler and Muthukumar[39], where
a polyelectrolyte interacting via the Debye-Hiickcl potential with a single, impene-
trable sphere of opposite charge was considered. Working within the ground state-
dominance approximation and using the variational technique, they derived the
critical conditions necessary for complexation to occur in terms of various molecu-
lar and solvent parameters. A straightforward extension of this analytical approach
yields insight into the question addressed in this chapter. Below, we only present
our model and result. A brief outline of the derivation is presented in Appendix A.
However, we refer the reader to rcf [39] for further details of the technique.
The conditions for complexation between the dendrimer and polymer may be
expected to be dictated by the nature of the system prior to contact between the two
species. [39, 49] The dendrimer may therefore be viewed as acting only as an electro-
static potential source and physical barrier. The dendritic charge distribution due
to the location of the charged terminal groups is of primary concern. Our studies of
polyelectrolytic dendrimers show that there is an ionic strength dependent, broad
distribution of terminal groups instead of the delta function distribution consid-
ered in von Goeler and Muthukumar's earlier work. Thus, whereas von Goeler
and Muthukumar considered a single charged shell, we model the dendrimer as a
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continuous series of concentric shells. Further, when we consider the shell lying
at the radial distance Z away from the dendrimer's center, shells lying outside Z
are assumed to be permeable to the polyelectrolyte chain. The impenetrable shell
at Z accounts for the excluded volume interaction. The charge-charge interaction
between each shell and polymer segment is described by the spherically averaged
Debye-Hiickel interaction. This model is illustrated in Figure 3.15. Here, we have
assumed that the terminal groups can fall between the radial distances A and B
away from the center of dendrimer.
The total charge-interaction between one polymer segment and the dendrimer
is the sum of the segment's attractions to each shell. This potential is given by eq.
(3.7) below.
-47rlB \q\e-
Kr Ai f
B
=
^6
~Aa /
da
\
a (a )\ a Sinh(™) (3-7)
is the radial density of shells (1 /length), lB is the Bjerrum length, qe is the
charge per segment, b is the bare polymer step length, r is the distance from the
polymer segment to the center of the dendrimer, and a (a) (1/length2 ) is the surface
charge density due to the terminal groups on the shell situated at distance a away
from the dendrimer's center.
Working within this picture and following the same essential steps as von Goeler
and Muthukumar, we deduce the following as the criterion for complexation:
[1 _ e-^]^ > (3.8)
be is the effective step length of the chain due to intramolecular interactions and is
defined in terms of the radius of gyration, Rg , and chain length, L, by:
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The result is similar to the solution for the chain-sphere case except that the
distribution of terminal groups contributes an effective sphere of radius Z and
surface charge density, ae , defined as:
1 At f
B
°e
~ Smh(KZ)ZAa JA
da \^{a)\a Smh^a). (3.10)
One requires values for A, B, a (a), fj, and Z to utilize this prediction. Exper-
imentally obtained knowledge of the terminal group distribution from scattering
techniques will yield the former three. The latter two may be obtained via the
conservation of charge constraint indicated by eq. (3.11) below.
NT = 4ttZ2^ = [
B
da\a(a)\a2 (3.11)
\q\ \q\AaJA y J
3.4.2 Comparison with Simulation
We compared our simulation results to our analytical prediction by first ap-
proximating a(a) based upon the isolated dendrimer's terminal group distribution
using eq. (3.12) below.
<*(.,,-£$. (3. 12 )
(n (r)) is the ensemble average number of beads between the shells at distances r
and r + dr. A s (r) is the surface area of the shell falling at r. dr was set to Q.2lB .
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Wo then fit a sixth order polynomial to
,(a). cr
€l Z, and £ were obtained via
numerical integration using fche mathematical software Mathematica version 3.0.
A and B are also know., from the isolated dendrimer simulations. The simulations
Of the isolated chains provided values for K via eq. (3.9). 6 was taken to be l0 .
The remaining required values are simply input parameters from the simulation
reflecting ionic strength and charge per head. The prediction was found to be in
excellent agreement with the simulations, as illustrated in Figure 3.16. Data for
N = 60 Chains, all generations of dendrimer, k 1 in the range of 42.0/ /{ - 0.80//,
and \q\ = 1.0 - 0.1 is shown.
The vertical axis captures all the chain's variables while the horizontal axis
represents those of the dendrimer. The line is the theoretical boundary for com-
plexation. All points to the left of the line should not be complexed, all points to
the right should be. A system was classified as non-complexed if at any point in the
simulation after the total interaction energy, \Ea/kRT\, became nonzero, \Ea/kBT\
fell below 10~6
. Typical values of \Ea/kBT\ for systems with /c 1 just above the
critical value was on the order of 10 2 . The difference in ac" 1 between the two
closest complexed and non-complexed points in Figure 3.16 is only l.0lB .
3.5 Discussion
These results address the nature of polyelectrolyte-dendrimer complexafion and
criteria for its occurrence, essential to our understanding and use of these' materials
as guest-host systems. The variational calculation suggests (i) that there is a critical
effective dendritic charge density, (ii) that increasing the chain's stillness reduces
its interaction with the dendrimer, and (iii) that there is a critical ionic strength
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above which no complexion will occur. The former two predictions have been
observed in the experimental studies found in the literature. [52 56] The latter is
confirmed by our simulations. The simulations also indicate that complexes formed
at lower salt concentrations may be disrupted by increasing the ionic strength to
above the critical value. Difficulty in accomplishing this release experimentally
has been noted by Kukowska-Latallo and coworkers. [52, 53] However, strong non-
charged secondary interactions such as hydrogen bonding may play an important
role in maintaining the complex once formed and thus hinder a salt or pH triggered
release.
The molecular weight and charge density not only play a decisive role in com-
plex formation, but also are important in determining the type of complex formed.
If the chain is small and the dendrimer is large, the chain is encapsulated by the
dendrimer. This encapsulation, in combination with the reversibility of complexa-
tion, is especially significant in the context of controlled delivery and also indicates
that dendrimers should not be viewed as hard spheres. Conversely, if a smaller
dendrimer and a larger chain are complexed, a significant chain density will lie out-
side of the dendrimer. The observation that the chain can penetrate a dendrimer
is consistent with experimental studies. [56] Further, though highly soluble in a va-
riety of solvents, dendrimers are occasionally observed to form aggregates [2 2, 62].
The presence of chains loosely attached to the surface of the dendrimer may prove
useful in such applications as steric stabilization of semi-dilute solutions of catalytic
dendrimers. This stabilization is also suggested in the literature. [52, 53] Finally, in
the limit of large chains and small dendrimers, most closely reflecting a dendrimer-
polymer system, novel "chain-walking" dynamics are observed. The mechanism of
this behavior may be expected to play an important role in transporting polyelec-
trolytes and should studied further.
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The simulations also indicate that the dimensions of both the dendrimer and
chain change upon complexation. However, the extent to which the molecules
shrink from their free solution sizes depends upon how close the ionic strength
is to its critical value. Further, in the limit of a large polyelectrolyte and small
dendrimer, the chain collapses only in the vicinity of the dendrimer, yielding a
smaller change in dimension.
3.6 Conclusions
We have examined the dilute solution nature of complexes of dendrimers with
charged terminal groups and oppositely charged polyelectrolytes via Monte Carlo
simulation and variational theory. Critical values of salt concentration, dendrimer
charge density, and chain stiffness were noted. Three types of reversible complexes
were observed. Under the proper conditions, a dendrimer may encapsulate a chain,
a chain may interpenetrate a dendrimer, or a unique "chain-walking" phenomenon
may be observed. Though both chain and dendrimer undergo a shrinkage in size
upon complexation, the extent of the rearrangement depends upon the proximity
of the system to the complexation threshold and the relative shielding ability of
the two molecules.
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Figure.'!. I: Bead-spring model used in simulations. The chain and dendrimer have
oppositely charged heads, shaded in gray and Mack.
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Figure 3.2: Typical dcndrimer density profiles. Data for 6th generation with \q\
1.0 shown.
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Figure 3.3: Typical dendrimer terminal group distributions. Data for 6 th generation
with \q\ = 1.0 shown.
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Figure 3.8: Encapsulation of a 15 bead chain by a 6 lh generation dendrimer with
k = 42.0//J and \q\ = 1.0.
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Figure 3.9: Terminal group and chain density profiles for a 6 Ul generation dendrirner
encapsulating a 15 bead chain. Data for k — 42.0/# and \q\ — 1.0 shown.
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Figure 3.10: Encapsulation of a 5th generation dendrimer by a 60 bead chain with
k, = 1.0lB and \q\ = 1.0.
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Figure 3.11: Terminal group and chain density profiles for a 60 bead chain encap-
sulating a 5th generation dendrimer. Data for k = 1.0lB and \q\ — 1.0 shown.
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Figure 3.12: The "ball and chain" configuration of a 60 bead chain complexing to
a 4th generation dendrimer with k = 8.961b and \q\ = 1.0.
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Figure 3.13: Terminal group and chain density profiles for a 60 bead chain com-
plexing to a 4th generation dendrimer with k = 8.96//? and \q\ = 1.0.
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t - 4.69X106 MCS t = 4.89X106 MCS
Figure 3.14: 4th generation dendrimer "walking" along a 60 bead chain with k
8.96/s and \q\ = 1.0.
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Figure 3.15: Charged concentric shell model for polymer-dendrimer complexation
employed in theoretical analysis. Every shell except that falling at Z is permeable
All shells fall between A and // away from the center of the dendrimeri o for each
is determined by the dendritic terminal group distribution.
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CHAPTER 4
POLYMER CRYSTALLIZATION
4.1 Introduction
Small molecules undergo a first order phase transition from an amorphous liquid
into a crystal via a nucleation and growth mechanism when quenched to temper-
atures in the metastable region. [63] In this process, thermal fluctuations give rise
to crystal nuclei larger than the critical size required for stability. These nuclei
then provide growth surfaces for further ordering of the surrounding amorphous
material. In this case, the characteristic size of the molecules is much smaller than
that of the crystal and each molecule only participates in an individual crystalline
domain. The picture becomes much more complicated when these small molecules
arc tethered together into a polymer. [64-66] On first examination, one may doubt
that long, possibly entangled chains are even capable of forming crystals. However,
as first proposed by Storks[67] in 1938 and later verified by Keller[68] in 1957, poly-
mers do form ordered domains of chain folded structures. The thickness of these
lamellae is orders of magnitude less than the contour length of the polymer and,
hence, individual chains may also participate in multiple crystalline domains.
Given these fundamental differences between small molecule and polymer crys-
tals, one may reasonably ask how the connectivity of the polymer alters the growth
mechanism of the crystal. Despite 60 years of intense investigation, many ques-
tions remain unanswered regarding this mechanism. For example, experimental
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evidence indicates that in the earliest stages of crystallization structural orga-
nization takes place prior to full crystallography assembly.[69 77] Iu particular,
simultaneous small angle and wide angle X-ray scattering results suggest that a
spinodal mode, rather than nucleation and growth processes, give rise to the initial
structures. [69 75] Experimental observation also demonstrates that, independent
of the crystallization conditions, the initial lamellar thickness is approximately 10
nm. This is two orders of magnitude below thermodynamic estimates. Thus, the
exact source of this length selection remains elusive. The widely accepted analytical
model for the activity at the growth front, due to Lauritzen and Hoffman,[78 80]
employs a nucleation and growth mechanism to predict many experimental obser-
vations on polymer crystallization kinetics. Unfortunately, the theory presents only
a vague picture of the molecular behavior and suffers from serious criticism in the
literature. [81-86] The internal dynamics of the crystal is also poorly understood.
Once the crystal is formed, it is not a static entity, but rather undergoes a constant
internal rearrangement that results in an increase in lamella thickness. Finally, the
origin of the large-length scale structures, such as growth sectors, lamellar twisting,
and spherulites, is unknown.
Motivated by the complexity of the problem and the success of Liu's[87] prior
investigations, we employed Brownian dynamics simulations to provide a molecular
level view of the phenomenon and to address some of these key issues. We find
that five concurrent processes comprise the mechanism of polymer crystallization
from dilute solution. Our simulations suggest that a nucleation and growth mech-
anism, not spinodal dynamics, gives birth to seed crystals in the initial stages of
homogeneous crystallization. Chains diffuse to the growth front prior to contact
with the seed crystal. We observe thai the chains then simultaneously adsorb and
crystallographically (planer zig-zag conformation) attach to the crystal, as previ-
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ously suggested l>y other authors.[81] The newly added, folded chains undergo a
rearrangement on the growth front to form stems that are commensurate with the
growing crystal thickness. Meanwhile, chain dynamics within the crystal resnlt in
an overall thickening of the lamella. The combined effect or these events yields the
experimentally observed phenomena, as described below
4.2 Mo(U\\ and Simulation Technique
4.2.1 Model
A united atom, bead-spring model of polyethylene was employed to capture the
molecular details of crystallization while preserving computational tractability. In
this model, each methylene unit is treated as a. bead and is described by force field
parameters modeled al ter the work of Paul et al.[88] Our model differs slightly from
that of those authors in thai the terminal methyl groups are also treated as methy-
lene units, the chain torsional stillness is higher, and the bonds are more flexible.
These slight alterat ions result in a higher computational efficiency. Previously, bin
and Muthukumai demonstrated that this model captures many of the salient lea
tures of polymer Crystallization. [87] Similar computer simulation approaches have
recently appeared in the literature. [89 97|
Crystallization occurs in our system as a result of the competition between the
pairwise attractive interactions between the beads and the conformational angle
constraints along the chain backbone. Figure 1.1 illustrates the force lield and the
united atom model. The I <<Mina.nl Jones interaction, Uu, acts between every pair
of beads in the system to represent the van <ler Waals attractions and the hard-core
repulsions. I is gi ven by
i.ii
where r is the distance between the two beads. The Interaction strength « is set
to 0.112 kcal/mol The coefficient of 2 For the attractive portion of the potential
results In a minimum at r = a, the equilibrium distance between segments. 0
is 4.53Afor Leads ftirthei than five repeat units apart along the chain backbone
1,1 order to enhance computational stability, heads that are closer than 5 repeal
units along the chain Interact with a 0 value of L.54A. This is expected to have
little effect on the behavior of the chain other than slightly Increasing the chaln'i
local flexibility. However, the model's stiff torsional constraint overwhelms this
enhancement. 'The potential energies associated wii.h the I I angle 0 and the
torsion angle <j> have the form
U$ k$(cos$ C08$o) (<1.2)
and
U4 k\ (I C08<j>) I /-(I <(>.<>,/>) I /,:,(! C0fl3^) | I 3)
where 0O = 109°, k0 = 60.0 kcal/mol, k\ = 3.02 kc al/mol, h2 = -0.560 kcal/mol,
and A'.i 2.58 kcal/mol. The bonded Interactions are approximated by the har
monic potential
Uh ft (J /«)
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(I I)
where I is the bond length and l0 is the equilibrium bond length. The spring
constant k is set to 115 kcal/mol A2 and Z0 = 1.54 A.
The magnitudes of the force field parameters result in a model chain with es-
sentially rigid bonds and bond angles. Thus, the torsion angles change the most
during the simulations. The exact choices of bond length and bond angle stiffnesses
are unimportant as long as they are high relative to the torsional flexibility.
Reduced units were used throughout the simulations and all data presented
here are expressed in those units. The dimensions of the system are normalized
such that the mass M of each united-atom, the equilibrium bond length l0 , and the
Lennard-Jones strength parameter e are all set to 1. Thus, l0 is the fundamental
unit of length, e is the unit of energy, and t* = ~rj== is the unit of time
4.2.2 Algorithm
The equation of motion for this system is given by the Langevin equation[98, 99]
(fR dR
l#
=
-^- VU + F™*- (4.5)
The first term on the right hand side represents the solvent's resistance to the
bead's motion. ( is the frictional coefficient and has the arbitrary value of 1.0/**.
The second term on the right is the force due to the interaction of the beads
with moieties other than solvent in the system. U is the sum of the potentials
described above. The last term describes the molecule's coupling to the solvent
thermal bath. The random force, Frand , has zero magnitude on average and has a
correlation function described by
(Frand(t) Frand (t')) = 6kBT(6(t - t'). (4.6)
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The Maxwell distribution given below satisfies these requirements. The Box-Mullei
algorithm[100] was employed in the simulations to obtain values from this distri
bution.
W(Frand )
1
3/2
exp
-F2
rand
<kBT (4.7)
The velocity Verlet integration algorithm[99, 101, 102] was employed to calculate
the motion of the beads. Specifically, at the beginning of the time steps of length
H = 0.04^, the positions of the beads were advanced by Ar = HV +^ and
the velocity was partially updated by AV = Next, the pairwise forces were
—
updated, Frand was added to each bead, and the viscous resistance calculated.
Finally, the velocity due to the forces at the end of the time step was added by
AV = ^
2
A few approximation techniques were used to further facilitate the simulation.
In all the simulations, the 2-body potentials were not calculated exactly, but were
estimated from a lookup table. Specifically, a table of FLJ - -VULJ values was
calculated at the beginning of the simulation with a Ar value of 0.0006^- The
range of the table spanned r values from 0.0 to 6.5/0 - Beads separated by distances
greater than 6.5/o did not interact. Similarly, Fb = — Vt/& was approximated within
the bond length range of 0.5l0 to 3.5/0 at a spacing of Al = 0.0006/0 - If the bond
length ever fell outside of the range of the table the simulation was stopped. This
constraint prevented the occurance of "phantom" chains.
In the multi-chain studies involving up to 46 chains, each of 200 beads, we
benefited from a parallel scheme in calculating pairwise interactions. We divided
the particles up evenly over the number of processors available and each processor
carried out the above described Verlet integration for its subset of particles. Since
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the integration includes the computationally intensive step of calculating the pan-
wise forces on that subset, each processor must have the coordinate, lor all of the
particles at each step. To accomplish this, the new locations are communicated to
a central node which collects them from all the integrating processors. The central
node then updates the integrating processors with the complete set of new loca-
tions. A straight forward way to implement this would be to have each integrating
processor calculate the new locations for its subset of particles, pass the new co-
ordinates to the central node, wait for the central node to pass the complete set
of new coordinates back, and then calculate the forces required for the next time
step. However, we introduce an approximation to take full advantage of our Ether-
net connected Alpha-based system, a so-called "Beowulf" cluster that is described
in Appendix B. The distributed memory nature of such a system requires the rel-
atively slow network communication of the coordinates between processors. If the
naive route were taken, each processor would be idle for relatively long periods of
time during this communication step. This situation would eliminate any gain due
to parallelization. To overcome this hardware limitation, we apply the following
scheme: i) each processor calculates the new locations for its subset and sends the
coordinates to the central node, ii) The integrating processors then calculate the
pairwise forces acting on its subset of particles using the new locations of its subset
and the old locations of the other particles. Concurrently, the central node sends
the complete set of new locations to each processor, iii) The integrating processors
receive the new locations, calculate the remaining forces, and finish updating the
velocities. Since the calculation of the pairwise forces is the most computation-
ally intensive portion of the simulation, the slow communication step is masked
if an appropriate ratio of processors to particles is chosen. This technique does
violate the classical mechanics rule of symmetric forces since two interacting parti-
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cles that are updated on different nodes will not know the exact locations of each
other. However, because small time steps are used in this study, the locations do
not change much in a single integration iteration. Thus, the error introduced due
to these inaccuracies may be expected to be overwhelmed by the applied thermal
noise. A comparison of results from simulations done with and without this parallel
technique shows this to be the case.
4.3 Results and Discussions
4.3.1 Equilibrium Melting Temperature
The equilibrium melting temperature, TM , of these model chains was estimated
by the following procedure. First, a chain was equilibrated at kT/e = 15.0. Next,
the chain was quenched to kT/e = 10.0 and crystallization was allowed to take
place. Once a single chain-folded structure was obtained, we performed several
simulations at different heating rates ranging from 0.0001 to 0.002e/r. Disconti-
nuities were observed in the slopes of the total potential energy at the onset and
ending of melting. The equilibrium melting temperature was estimated by extrap-
olation of the observed melting temperature to zero heating rate. The reduced
melting temperature is kTm/c = 11.0 ± 0.2 for the model parameters listed above.
4.3.2 Early Stages of Crystal Formation
In order to elucidate the mechanism of the formation of the initial polymer
crystal structure in homogeneous crystallization, we investigated the behavior of
a 2000 united atom chain (N = 2000) quenched below its melting temperature. The
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chain was first equilibrated at kT/e = 20.0 and then quenehed to kT/e = 9.0. This
corresponds to a quench depth, AT = kTm/e - kT/e of 2.0.
Nucleation and Growth
As seen in Figure 4.2, several regions of segmental aggregation with some visibly
apparent local orientational order rapidly form and are connected by free strands
of the same chain. We refer to these regions as "baby nuclei." As time progresses,
the monomers in the flexible strands are reeled into the baby nuclei while the ori-
entational order in each nuclei increases. Simultaneously, the competition between
nuclei for further growth dissolves some nuclei while others increase in size. Thus,
the phenomenology observed is essentially the same as the nucleation and growth
mechanism observed in small molecule systems, except that a single polymer chain
participates in several growing domains. Similar phenomenology has been observed
in simulations of oligomer melts. [94]
Time Dependent Scattering
During the very earliest stages of nuclei formation, the distance between the
baby nuclei does not change, but the number of connecting monomers do. To
quantify this behavior and facilitate comparisons with experiment, at different times
we calculated the spherically averaged single particle form factor, S(q, t), as defined
by eq (2.10).
As illustrated in Figure 4.3, a peak in S(q, t) arises at intermediate times. In
order to highlight this peak, due to the average distance between the two domi-
nant baby nuclei in this particular study, we subtracted out the scattering of the
amorphous chain at time zero. The result, shown in Figure 4.4, is strikingly similar
to that observed in experiments[71] investigating the melt, where the background
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scattering prior to the queneh below the melting temperature is subtrac ted from
the signal post-queneh. A key feature of Figure 4.4 is a single distinct peak that
remains at a constant qmax value and rapidly grows in amplitude.
The time-dependence of the total integrated intensity, /, is plotted in Figure 4.5.
For early times, ln{I) is linear in time. At later times (t/t* > 1000), / grows very
slowly with time. Again, striking agreement with melt experiments[71] is noted.
Without the benefit of the molecular level picture that computer simulation
provides, one would be led to attribute this calculated scattering behavior to a
spinodal mode of organization. The linearized Cahn-HiUiard-Cook theory of spin-
odal decomposition would therefore be expected to apply. This theory predicts
S(q, t) oc exp(2<V), where Q
q is the rate of growth of fluctuations with wave vec-
tor q. Further, Qq oc q2 (l - Bq2 ) with B being a positive constant. Therefore, a
plot of tt
q/q
2
vs q
2
must be linear with a negative slope if spinodal decomposition is
present. Figure 4.6 presents VL
q/q
2
vs q
2
obtained from an analysis of our calculated
scattering. Again, as in the case of experiments [74] on melts, we observe agreement
over a limited range of q values and significant deviations at the low and high q
range. The shape of the curve in Figure 4.6, including the nonlinear deviations, has
recently been attributed to correlations between two nuclei connected by a single
polymer strand. [66] Furthermore even though our data seems well described by the
theory of spinodal decomposition over a limited range of q values, the simulations
clearly indicate that nucleation and growth is the mode of structure development
for the early stages of polymer crystallization. Thus, we conclude that, though
our simulations are of the dilute solution case, other mechanisms than spinodal
decomposition may be active in the recent melt experiments, despite the limited
agreement with the phenomenology of spinodal dynamics. Whether or not our
predictions hold in the dilute solution remains to be established by experiment.
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Intra-Chain Crystal Growth
The simulations indicate that two mechanisms are operative in increasing the
number of chain segments in the single chain crystal. Figure 4.7 illustrates the
later time evolution of the chain's structure. In this figure, a portion of the chain is
labeled in blue and the remainder in red to facilitate visualization of the migration of
different chain segments into the different crystalline domains. Beyond t/t* = 500,
the chain organizes into two crystalline, chain folded lamellae. As stated earlier, the
surviving nuclei compete with one another for the remaining free chain segments
that tie them together. United atoms are added to each domain in a segment-wise
fashion during this struggle while the crystalline lamellae maintain their constant
inter-nuclei distance. This process continues until the bridging chain segment is
essentially stretched out. Then, a new mechanism takes over. Further addition
of segments into the lamellae results in pulling the two nuclei together until they
impinge. This is followed by reorganization during which the nuclei merge to form
a single lamella. The mechanism of this merger is not a sequential placing of united
atoms, but rather a highly cooperative process involving all the segments in the
lamellae.
The time dependence of the number of segments between two lamellae, m, may
be treated with a simple Fokker-Plank analysis. The free energy of a chain with
only two lamellae, such as the N = 2000 chain under consideration here, has two
contributions as indicated by eq. (4.8) below.
F
= — (N - m) x — In exp —
3 (mF l) 2
2 ml'2
(4.8)kT
The first term on the right hand side accounts for the favorable addition of more
segments to the crystalline domains. The second term represents the entropic
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penalty associated with stretching the bridging segments. Here, we ignore surface
effects and assnme that the distance between the two lamellae is constant. kTX
is the free energy gam per chain segment for crystallization. mF is the final valne
of m such that the constant distance between the two crystals is mFL I is the
projected step length and drops out of the expression.
The Fokker-Plank equation for the time evolution of the distribution function
for m, Wm (t), is given by
SWm (t) 5 \f 3ml\ i 62Wm {t)
St 8m +
with boundary conditions Wm (0) = 8(m0 - m) and Wm (tF ) = 8(mF - m). No
analytical solution for Wm (t) exists, but a numerical answer is easily obtained via
an implicit integration scheme employing standard Gaussian elimination and back
substitution. [100] Once Wm (t) is in hand, the most probable value of ro at any given
time is available. Figure 4.8 presents the comparison between the calculated values
for m assuming x = 0.47 and those observed in the simulation. Good agreement is
noted until later times when the two lamellae begin to move together, in violation
of the assumption of the above analysis.
4.3.3 Lamellar Thickness Selection
To probe the origin of the lamellar thickness selection, we calculated the free
energy landscape as a function of a measure of lamellar thickness, L, by fol-
lowing the folding of single chains at a given quench depth and utilizing a his-
togram technique[103]. L is the the radius of gyration along the axis parallel
to the chain backbone within the crystal. The free energy F(L) is estimated as
F (L) — —kTln (jj^^j , where n (L) is the number of times the system visited
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states between L and L + AL, and N is the total number of states visited. AL/L
is 2.0. Each estimate was constructed by performing simulations lor 60,000t* and
sampling every 201\ Nine independent simulations were used for N = 200 and
N = 250. Twenty-eight were employed for the estimate for N = 300.
Effect of Torsional Constraint
The importance of the torsional constraint to the roughness of the free energy
profile is made immediately obvious by comparing Figure 4.9 with Figure 4.10,
the free energy profiles of N = 200 at kT/c = 9.0 with and without torsional
interactions.
Effect of Chain Length
Figures 4.10-4.12 illustrate our estimates of the free energy profiles for N =
200,250, and 300 at AT W 2. Wells are noted in the profiles and are separated
by free energy barriers. Each well corresponds to a different number of stems in
the crystal. For example, 6, 5, and 4 stem structures are observed for N = 200.
Increasing N results in the addition of more wells. Thus, the profile for N = 300
displays 4 wells corresponding to structures with 4 to 7 stems. The minimum in
F[L] is observed to be near L/l0 W 9 for all three chain lengths. This corresponds
to different numbers of stems for different values of N. However, the approximate
number of chain segments in each stem at this minimum is always approximately
40. Thus, as N increases, the chains increase the number of stems in the crystal
to accommodate the target minimum F[L] crystal thickness. Also note that the
barrier in between the minima increases with N
.
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Effect of Quench Depth
To investigate the effect of quench depth on the free energy profiles, simulations
for N = 300 were carried out at kT/t = 5, 7 and 9 corresponding to AT « 6, 4, and
2, respectively. Figures 4.12-4.14 illustrate these results. The obvious effect of in-
creasing the quench depth is an increased roughness near the minimum free energy.
Averaging L from the simulations also yields the well-known inverse relationship
between quench depth and lamellar thickness. [104]
Kinetic Pathways to Target Thickness
Close examination of the simulations indicates that the chains tend to "melt"
while jumping a barrier. We estimated the free energy landscape as a function of
both lamellar thickness and orientational order, F[L, 5], to quantify this behavior.
The global orientational order parameter, S, measures the degree of crystalline
order in the chain folded structure.
(3cos2
(f)
- n .
q _ _ > ~ / pairs
(4.10)
pairs
<f>
is the angle between any pair of vectors that join two chain segments. ()
indicates an average over all such vector pairs in a given chain conformation. F[L, S]
was approximated using a two dimensional histogram such that n(L,S) replaces
n(L). n(L, S) is the number of times the chain visited a state between L and L+AL
and an orientational order between S and S+AS. Figure 4.15 presents our estimate
of F[L, S] for N - 200 at AT « 2.0. Similar graphs are obtained for N = 250
and 300. Configurations gathered for Figure 4.10 were used in this estimate. Three
valleys are noted in the landscape along the L axis. These correspond to the three
chain folded structures reflected in Figure 4.10 above. Given this landscape, one
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may ask what route a chain will take to travel from one valley to the next. Many
paths are possible, bnt there are two limiting eases. The ehain may maintain its
orientational order and thereby jump the large free energy barrier required to get
to the next well. Or, it may disorganize and cross the saddle of the landscape and
then slide towards higher S values in the new valley. The latter journey is most
often observed in the simulations. We therefore postulate that several metastable
states may be visited in the process of chain folding, but fluctuations to increased
entropy aid in the evolution of the chain to its globally stable conformation.
4.3.4 Mechanism of Crystal Growth
We carried out very long simulations with as many as 9000 united atoms with
the following protocol. First, we placed a single chain crystal at the origin. Next,
a self-avoiding random chain was placed at a random location on a sphere whose
radius is 1.5 times the radius of gyration, Rg, of the crystal. The new system was
equilibrated with the Langevin dynamics algorithm for 5000^. If the chain failed
to add any segments to the crystal by the end of the addition period, the run was
rejected and the crystal's coordinates were reset to their values at the beginning of
the period. A new attempt to add a chain was then made. If the chain added to the
crystal, the process was repeated by moving the crystal to the origin and adding a
new self-avoiding random chain to the simulation. This procedure corresponds to
the conditions of Regime I in Hoffman's nomenclature. This process was repeated
until forty-five chains were in the crystal, for kT/e = 7.0, 8.0, and 9.0 corresponding
to AT « 4.0, 3.0, and 2.0, respectively.
Figure 4.16 illustrates the addition of the 40 th chain to a 39 chain crystal at
AT « 2.0. The crystal reels in the chain one segment at a time, crystallographically
attaching each to the growth face. This process continues until the entire chain
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adds to the crystal. Once adsorbed, the chain continues to rearrange until its fold
length is commensurate with that of the growth face. The rate limiting step for the
addition of the chain to the crystal is the diffusive contact with the surface. Once
a few segments have come into contact with the crystal, the chain rapidly adds to
the growth front. Similar behavior is generally noted for AT « 3.0 and AT m 4.0.
However, at the deep quench depth of AT « 4.0, the incoming chain begins to
crystallize prior to completely adding to the growth face, as illustrated in Figure
4.17. Thus, as in the terminal stages of single chain crystallization discussed above,
a cooperative merger takes place in some cases at this value of AT and may result
in the formation of new growth faces if the merger is imperfect, as illustrated in
Figure 4.18 after the addition of the 25<A chain. As a result, the crystal grown at
AT « 4.0 began adding chains on what was once a fold surface after the addition of
the 25th chain. This observation is consistent with the observation that branching
becomes more likely at higher undercoolings.
The rapid addition of chain segments to the growth face suggests that there
is no free energy barrier for the addition of segments or stems to the crystal. We
again applied the histogram technique to approximate the free energy as a function
of the number of segments added to the crystal, F[s]. Our estimates were obtained
as above, replacing n(L) with n(s), a histogram reflecting the number of segments,
s, from an incoming chain that have added to the growth front. Figure 4.19 clearly
shows that there are no large barriers to the addition of the chain segments to
the crystal. F[s)/kT rapidly decreases once a few segments have added to the
growth face. Some small barriers may exist, corresponding to the formation of the
hairpins. However, since the chains added rapidly to the growth face, relatively
few samples were available for our estimate. We obtained n(s) from the snapshots
of the second through forty-fifth chain adding to the crystal. These snapshots
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were saved at a rate of one every 50**. Thus, only 4500 states were used in our
approximation of F[s}. This limitation necessitated a broad bin width of As = 20
segments. Small barriers, if present, are therefore smoothed out. These results
sharply contradict the underlying assumptions of the Lauritzen-Hoffman[78 80]
theory and its generalizations[105 108] that assume large barriers to the addition
of more chain segments to the growth front.
4.3.5 Entanglements
As a first step towards investigating the effect of competition among multiple
chains for sites on the growth front, a 46 chain crystal was grown at AT » 2.0 with
each chain having TV = 200. The procedure outlined above was employed with the
modification that two chains in close proximity (the distance of closest approach
was less than or equal to l.7l0 ) were added every 5000**. Figure 4.20 illustrates that,
even though the two chains began to co-crystallize, the rapid segment-wise addition
and cooperative merger described above still dominated. Figure 4.21 demonstrates
that F[s]/kT was also largely unchanged from the single chain addition scenario.
4.3.6 The Mechanism of Lamellar Thickening
Chains inside our model crystals move cooperatively. The center of mass of the
crystal diffuses in space while the crystal thickens by a process of internal rear-
rangement. Labeling one chain in the growing structure reveals both this collective
motion of the crystal and the internal reorganization, as shown in Figure 4.22 for
AT w 2.0. Here, the oldest chain in the system is depicted at both an early and a
late stage of crystal growth. The coordinate origin and an x-y plane arc provided
for reference. In the early stages, nine other chains surround and interpenetrate the
labeled chain which has arranged itself into four stems. The space visible between
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the stems indicates a non-adjacent reentry mode for the chain segments. This sug-
gests that the stems have a lateral mobility since the crystal began growing with
this single tagged chain. Later, in the presence of thirty-nine other molecules, the
labeled chain now spans only three stems. This demonstrates that some chain
segments have moved through the crystal lattice, into the fold surface, and back
into the crystalline region, in accord with recent NMR data[109]. Figure 4.23 fur-
ther explores this mobility by mapping segment location for this chain as either in
the crystal phase or in the amorphous phase at different times. The wells in this
two-state map correspond to chain segments in the amorphous region. All other
segments are in the crystal lattice. Early in the growth of the crystal, at 5150**,
the oldest chain occupies five stems and four hair pens. Chain segments 0 through
40 are in the crystalline region and segments 41 through 49 are on the fold surface,
for example. Later, at 100,400**, the chain only spans three stems and two hair
pens. Now, segments 40 through 49 have moved into the crystal lattice. Other
segments, such as 145, have moved from the lattice to the fold surface.
Figure 4.24 illustrates that two regimes are operative in the time evolution of
a single segment's location. The time correlation function of the location Rs (t)
of a tagged segment, ({Rs {t) - Rs {t + r)) 2 ), is proportional to r at larger values
of r
,
characteristic of Brownian diffusion. For smaller values of r, a new effective
power law is observed: ({Rs {t) - Rs {t + r)) 2 ) oc The value of 7 was obtained
by averaging the behavior of 8 segments of the 6 oldest chains in the crystals and
found to be 0.74, 0.77, or 0.83 for AT « 2.0,3.0, and 4.0, respectively. This new
law appears as a compromise between the essentially one dimensional random walk
( ((Rs (t) — Rs (t + T)) 2 ) oc r10 ) behavior that the segments undergo within the
crystal and the Rouse dynamics ( ((Rs (t) — Rs {t + r))
2
) oc r
0 5
) of the amorphous
fold region. [110]
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This internal motion yields crystal thickening as the crystal dimension parallel
to the chain axis increases with time, as illustrated in Figure 4.25. Further, the
combination of the assumed steady flux of chains diffusing to the growth front,
tho rapid addition of uvw <1,ai
" segments to the crystal, and the simultaneous
rearrangements also produce the experimentally observed linear radial growth law,
illustrated for AT * 2.0 and 3.0 in Figure 4.26. We omit the data for AT « 4.0
because the formation of the new growth face on the former fold surface renders
the definition of radial growth ambiguous.
4.3.7 Atomistic Details
Finally, our united atom chains, though suitable for capturing the dynamics
of the crystal growth mechanism, result in cylindrical crystals with hexagonally
packed stems. As a first step towards understanding realistic morphologies, we
decorated our united atom chains with the proper atomistic details. Specifically,
we dilated crystals obtained as described above by the ratio of the united atom
bond length and the atomistic bond length (1.54). This magnified structure al-
lowed more than sufficient room to replace the united atoms with model carbons
and hydrogens. The carbons took the physical locations of the united atoms and
the hydrogens were randomly placed on the carbons, respecting bond length con-
straints. The Amber potential 1 1 1 1] was employed to describe the pairwise, bonded,
and bond angle interactions. Equation 4.3 continued to describe the torsional con-
straints. The resulting structure retained the orient ational order of the original
crystal, but was not crystalline since the atoms were well outside of each ot her's
potential wells. We used this as our initial configuration and carried out our Brow
nian dynamics simulation as usual. The obvious advantage of this approach is
that we avoid the computat ionally intensive process of growing these crystals one
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chain at a time. This is particularly important since adding atomistic detail triples
the number of particles to be considered, 12,040 in the example shown in Figure
4.27. Upon resuming the simulation, the atomistic model chains were observed
to disorganize into a roughly spherical droplet in the early stages and then they
cooperatively reorganized into a crystal. The resulting structure displays the or-
thorhombic chain orientation and the hexagonal shape observed when polyethylene
crystals are prepared from dilute solution.
4.4 Conclusions
In conclusion, we investigated the effect of polymeric chain connectivity on the
mechanism of crystallization. We found that in the earliest stages of crystallization,
nucleation and growth properly describes the formation of growing domains. Free
energy barriers also dictate the initial lamella thickness for the folding of a single
chain. Once formed, however, the seed crystal grows via a process of adsorption
rather than nucleation and growth. This observation differs from the model often
assumed in analyzing crystallization kinetics. The initial fold length, dictated by
the free energy barriers for the single chain, controls the initial thickness of the
crystal since the incoming chains rearrange to match the growth front. However,
as the crystal grows, the fold length increases from its initial value via an internal
rearrangement that follows dynamics intermediate between Rouse and Brownian
behavior. Finally, the combined effect of these processes yields the experimentally
observed phenomena of linear lateral growth laws, lamella thickening, and the for-
mation of growth sectors. The picture presented here challenges the underlying
assumptions of Lauritzen-Hoffman theory and its generalizations. We therefore
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hope that this work will stimulate more extensive simulations on larger systems
under varying conditions, new theoretical models, and new time resolved experi-
merits
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Torsion
Figure 4.1: The united atom model employed in this study.
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t/t* =50 t/t* =500
Figure 4.2: Typical chain conformational evolution in the early stages of crystal-
lization. Snapshots for N = 2000 shown.
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Figure A A: Typical scattering behavior in the early stages of crystallization. Data
for N = 2000 shown.
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Figure 4.5: Total scattering intensity as a function of time. Data for N = 2000
shown.
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Figure 4.7: Typical chain conformational evolution spanning time from the early
stages to the terminal stages of crystallization. The homopolymer chain is par-
tially shaded to illustrate movement of chain segments into the crystalline domains.
Snapshots for N = 2000 shown.
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Figure 4.8: Number of chain segments between two crystal nuclei as a function
of time. Points indicate simulation results. The line is calculated from via the
Fokker-Plank equation.
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Figure 4.9: The free energy density as a function of L for iV = 2000 without
torsional constraints at kT/e = 9.0.
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Figure 4.10: The free energy density as a fiiriciJori of /, for N = 200 at kT/t 9.0.
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Figure 4.11: The free energy density as a function of L for TV = 250 at kT/c = 9.0.
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Figure 4.12: The free energy density as a function of L for TV = 300 at kT/e = 9.0.
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Figure 4.13: The free energy density as a function of L for TV = 300 at kT/e — 7.0.
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Figure 4.14: The free energy density as a function of L for N = 300 at kT/c = 5.0.
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Figure 4.15: The free energy density as a function of both L and S for TV = 200 at
kT/t = 9.0. The snapshots indicate the ordered configurations typical of the wells
and the disordered structures of the saddles.
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t/t* = 600 t/t* = 2600 t/t* = 5000
Figure -4.16: The 40"1 chain adding to a 39 chain crystal at A7' f» 2.0.
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t/t* = 240 t/t* = 640 t/t*= 1340
Figure 4.17: The 22nd chain adding to a 21 chain crystal at A7 1 « 4.0.
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Figure 4.18: The misregistry of the 25th chain leads to further growth at the fold
surface by chain 30 for a crystal grown at AT fa 4.0.
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Figure 4.19: Estimate of the free energy for adding new chain segments to the
growth face.
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Figure 4.20: Representative snapshots from the simulation of two chains simulta-
neously adding to the growth front at AT ^2.0.
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segment
Figure 4.21: Estimate of the free energy for adding new chain segments to the
growth face when two chains arc* adding simultaneously.
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Figure 4.22: Snapshots of the first chain in the midst of other chains at different
stages of crystal growth at AT w 2.0.
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Figure 4.23: Phase map for the location of the first chain's segments at different
times at AT « 2.0. The wells correspond to the fold surface. The remainder of the
curves represent the crystal regions.
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Figure 4.24: The squared displacement in time for a tagged chain segment. Data
shown for segment 60 of the first chain in a crystal grown at AT W 2.0.
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Figure 4.25: The radius of gyration perpendicular to the growth face as a function
of time.
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CHAPTER 5
SINGLE MOLECULE FORCE SPECTROSCOPY
5.1 Introduction
The physical response of single polymer molecules to applied forces impacts
many processes of both biological and synthetic significance, spanning a range of
phenomena as broad as DNA transcription to macroscopic rubber elasticity. Re-
cently, great strides have been made in examining these forces with the development
of several tools capable of probing these responses in a direct fashion. These tech-
niques include atomic force microscopy (AFM), optical tweezers, micropipet/glass
bead displacement, and magnetic vices. [112] These experimental advances offer
both new insight into the processes studied and new challenges to provide more
accurate theoretical descriptions. Computer modeling may prove an excellent tool
for bridging the gap between existing mathematical treatments and the wealth of
new data from the experimental studies. [113-126]
Toward this end, the goal of this chapter is to develop a suitable computational
method for predicting the force response of individual chains while examining a
fundamentally interesting system. Specifically, we consider the simplest case of a
non-charged flexible chain tethered to an athermal substrate. The freely jointed
chain model may be expected to describe the retractive force exerted by the chain
in this system when it is pulled by one end. The recent results of Kamiti[113],
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Jensenius[114], Kikuchi[> 15], Ortiz[116], and their coworkers on neutral polymers
that seem to yield behavior corresponding to this model further motivates a com-
putational affirmation of their results, free of any experimental difficulties.
Section 5.2 describes the details of our model and numerical algorithm which
consists of a Brownian dynamics simulation of a Lennard-Jones chain attached
at one end to a hard-wall and at the other to a retracting phantom spring. In
Section 5.3 we show that our computational approach yields good agreement with
the observations of Ortiz and the theoretical expectations of the freely jointed
chain model. We also demonstrate that the recent technique for elucidating the
free energy of a molecular construction based upon these dynamic experiments
can be applied to polymeric systems, as well. Finally, in Section 5.4, we suggest
future elaborations to our methodology that may yield insight into the wide array
of problems that arc currently the focus of experimental studies.
5.2 Model and Simulation Technique
5.2.1 Model
The experimental system considered here consists of three elements. It contains
a neutral polymer in a good solvent. The polymer is tethered at one end to a
retracting cantilever, such as an AFM probe, and an athcrmal substrate covalently
tethers the other end of the chain. The model employed in this study must therefore
include sufficient details to capture the characteristics of the polymers, the coupled
cantilever probe, and the binding surface upon which the polymers are supported.
In our simulations, a united atom, bead-spring model represents the polymers while
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a retracting phantom spring attached to one end of the polymer represents the
cantilever. The substrate is modeled as a hard-wall in the x-y plane.
The bead-spring model includes bonded and non-bonded intramolecular forces
acting on each of the N beads that compose the chain. The Lcnnard-Jones poten-
tial, ULJ
,
describes the pairwise interactions due to van der Waals attractions and
hard-core repulsions
. ULJ has the form
^ =^^-2 {a/rf] (5-1)
where r is the distance between the two beads, e and a are the strength and range
parameters, respectively. The bonds were modeled by a simple harmonic potential
( l ~ k) (5.2)kBT kBT
where / is the bond length, l0 is the equilibrium bond length, and kb is the spring
constant.
The substrate always interacts with the beads via a hard-wall potential, revers-
ing the momentum of any bead whose z coordinate falls below a/2. The covalent
bonds between the chains and substrate are modeled by immobilizing one terminal
bead of the polymer at z = a/2.
Finally, the cantilever's phantom spring obeys the harmonic potential described
above, replacing kb and l0 with kv and lp , respectively. One end of the spring is
connected to a terminal bead of the polymer while the other is attached to a point
—
*
moving with a constant velocity,^, as described below. Figure 5.1 illustrates this
model.
Chains with values of N spanning 10 to 80 were studied. The basic unit of
length in the simulations is a while the standard for energy is e. The fundamental
unit of time is defined as £* = , 1 , where M is the mass per bead which is set to
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the arbitrary value of 1.00. Working within the good solvent regnne, W/t = 5.0
The bonded forces are charaeterized by ki/e = 10, 000 and l0/o = 0.875. The model
cantilever spring is retracted at a rate f (&) = 1.25 or 0.625 and has an equ.libtium
length 1,/a , 1.25 . Tw0 values for the probe>s^^ ^^
and 0.50.
5.2.2 Algorithm
The Brownian dynamics algorithm described in Chapter 4 was employed to in-
vestigate the dynamic response of the models to the constant displacement rate,
% applied to one end of the phantom spring. Specifically, the Langevin equa-
tion^, 99]
(PR
_
AR -
~d^~~C~dt~ VU + Frand (5-3)
describes the motion of all of the chain segments except the terminal bead tethered
to the substrate. The first term on the right hand side represents the viscous
drag on the chain segments as they move through the solvent. ( is the frictional
coefficient and has the arbitrary value of 1.0/t*. The second term on the right hand
side derives from the interaction of the beads with all non-solvent species. U is the
sum of the potentials described above. This term includes the force due to the
phantom spring acting on one of the terminal beads. The last term describes the
molecule's coupling to the solvent thermal bath such that the random force Frand
obeys
< Frand >= 0 (5.4)
and
(Frand (t) Frand (t')) = 6kBT(6(t - t'). (5.5)
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The Box-Muller algonthn,,,,,,,, provide8 valu( .s ,„. „„.^^ &
Maxwell distribution JV(Fram/ ).
3/2
-F2
rand
u. /.-,</• (5.6)
The velocity Verlet integration scheme[99,
.01, 102] was used to calculate the mo-
tions of the beads with a time step H/t* = 0.0001. Lookup tables were pre-
calculated for all of the forces with bin widths Al/a = 7.50X10 4 and Ar/a =
1.09X10 3 for bond lengths and inter-bead distances, respectively.
Prior to introducing the probe- spring into the system % = 0), the tethered
chain was equilibrated for t/t* = 4. At the beginning of the elongation simulations,
the phantom spring is attached to the non-bound terminal chain segment regardless
of the location of that bead. The spring is initially oriented perpendicular to the
substrate, but during the course of the retraction reorients as per the motion of
the chain end. The chains are elongated until a retractive force equal to the force
required to stretch a single bond by 1% is reached. Carrying out the simulations to
higher elongations results only in probing the uninteresting force response due to
stretching our model bonds. This constraint also prevents the occurrence of "phan-
tom" chains because the individual bonds never stretch enough to allow unrealistic
bond crossing.
5.3 Results and Discussions
Figure 5.2 illustrates representative snapshots from the simulations for N = 80,
kp/e = 1.0, and ft (£) = 1.25. The retractive force, Fr (z), is approximated as the
magnitude of the force due to the elongation of the phantom spring. Thus, this
includes contributions from the x and y components as well as the z components
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of the force. However, these contributions are only slight and may in fact be
expected to play a role in the corresponding experiment. The typical behavior
of Fr (z) is given in Figure 5.3 for the full range of values of N with kp/e = 1.0
and
ft (i) = 1-25. Cutting the extension rate and cantilever stiffness in hall-
produces no noticeable difference in the trends. The primary requirements for
these parameters, that f be small enough to allow the chain to relax and that the
probe is considerably more compliant than our model bonds, are thus met. The
line shape of each curve in Figure 5.3 indicates that the well-known Langevin[127]
equation, eq. (5.7) below, for chain elongation applies to these results.
it J Fr l0 \ kBTz/L = cot [w)-ir0 m
L is the contour length of the chain. Strictly speaking, this expression applies
to chains without pairwise interactions in free-space (no hard-walls, for example).
However, as a chain is elongated, the probability of a segment's contact with ei-
ther the wall or another bead decreases. Thus, the expression nicely reduces the
eight curves of Figure 5.3 to one master curve given in Figure 5.4. The solid line
represents the theoretical force response calculated with the parameters of the sim-
ulations.
The underlying free energy as a function of chain elongation can be elucidated
from these dynamic simulations, as put forth by Hummer and Szabo.[128] Con-
sidering a system who's behavior is dictated by a time dependent Hamiltonian,
they derive a relation between the non-equilibrium trajectories and the equilib-
rium Boltzmann distribution for the system. From this, they arrive at a histogram
estimate of the free energy, given in cq. (5.8).
Fe(U - 1/2)A*) - -k.m ™
1 I I
For a given slice of time
, /,(,) is ihe work-based Boltzman, penalty for having
the tethered end of the spring at (j - I/2)A,, averaged over all trajectories.
ki{j) = ^Uexp(-Wi,k/kBT)e(zijk ) (5 9)
Here, /V, is the total number of different trajectories collected (different simulation
runs, for example). The total work done on the system up to time slice i i„
trajectory k is whk . Zi
,
k is the position of the tethered end of the probe at time
slice i in trajectory k. (-) is 1 if zhk falls within 5z of the value centered in bin
j and 0 otherwise. ih is the normalization for the Boltzmann weights.
m = ^kU exP(-Wi,klkBT) (5. 10 )
H(zi,i) is the time dependent portion of the Hamiltonian. For our particular
simulation, this is
H(zi
t
i) = kp [^t + /„ + zG - Zl - = kp + z0 -zX. (5.1 1)
z0 and Zi are the heights above the hard-wall initially and in time slice i, respectively.
This Hamiltonian leads to a work function given by
Wo employ a finite differencing scheme to approximate the work function at time
slice i in trajectory k as
_ dZ ( dz 9 , \Wifk = kp— \^—t
2
+ 2za t - Ljml i(tj - U){zhk + Zj ,,,) 1 . (5.13)
The explicit algorithm for applying these expressions to find Fe(z) is i) extract itfc,*,
ii) calculate wi)k
,
iii) construct hi(j), iv) calculate hi, and finally v) calculate Fe.
Figure 5.5 presents Fc(z) for N = 50. rJb minimize the error due to lateraJ fluctu-
ations in the phantom spring's orientation, lp/a — 1.25X10
2
and k
v /( — 10 while
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I (£) = 3.13X10- 2 . Fifty independent trajectories where nsed in the estimation
of FeW, each beginning with the terminal groups positioned snch that they formed
the end points of a line perpendicular to the hard-wall. The minimum corresponds
to the average end-to-end distances for the unperturbed, tethered chain. The left-
most side of the potential was recovered by first pressing the chain-end attached to
the probe cantilever closer to the hard-wall before beginning the retraction of the
phantom spring.
5.4 Conclusions
In conclusion, we have shown that a simple model combined with the Brown-
ian dynamics simulation algorithm yields behavior consistent with both theoretical
expectations and experimental observations of the force response of elongating poly-
mer chains. Further, we show for the first time that the the method of Hummer
and Szabo[128] for extracting the underlying free energy of a molecular system from
dynamics experiments can be adapted to macromolecular systems. While we have
studied the simplest case, our approach is amenable to many more complicated
problems. We have carried out preliminary studies of numerous other experimen-
tally interesting constructions. These include removing an adsorbed polyelectrolyte
from a charged surface, [117] pulling apart the two strands of model DNA, [118-
120, 129, 130] and the extensional melting of single polymer crystals. The results
of each of these initial studies show quite good agreement with the corresponding
experimental investigations and we hope that future computational explorations
will be inspired by the success of the first steps taken here.
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Figure 5.1: The united atom model employed in this study.
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Figure 5.2: Typical chain conformational evolution during elongation. Snapshots
for TV = 80 shown.
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Figure 5.3: Retractive force versus erid-to-end distance. Force in units of a/t*2 .
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Figure 5.4: Collapse of all data sets onto the Langevin function.
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Figure 5.5: Estimate of the underlying free energy as a function of end-to-end
distance for a N = 50 chain.
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APPENDIX A
VARIATIONAL PREDICTION OF THE CRITICAL
COMPLEXATION CONDITIONS FOR A
POLYELECTROLYTE-DENDRIMER SYSTEM
Here we provide a brief derivation of our prediction for the critical complexation
conditions given by eq. (3.8) in the text. The polyelectrolyte Chain in the presence
of our concentric shell model dendrimer is characterized by the end-to-end vector
probability, G[Rc ;0, L). Rv = l\ - RL js the end-to-end vector and /, is the chain
contour length. The Edwards' path integral|28, L31] description for G[Bo,fiL ',0,L]
is
.1 iho) iL
tt{L)=AL
s is the chain contour position variable arid R(a) is the location of the chain segment
that lies at 8 along the backbone, /^|//(.s)| denotes integration over all
possible configurations lor The first integral in the exponential captures
the chain's connectivity. The second represents the chain segments' non bonded
interactions with itself and the model dendrimer. Explicitly,
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ds'~
47rlR \q\ Ai rL eH«( s )i] r B
b A~aJ0
dS
-^a^JA daHa)\a Sinh( Ka). (A2 )
The first term represents the chain's excluded volume intramolecular interactions.
The excluded volume parameter is given by the binary cluster integral:
f*[w = / dr 1 - e fco T (A3)
is given by eq. (3.5) in the text. The chain's intramolecular charge-charge
repulsion is approximated by the Debye-Huckel potential in the second term. The
third term is the attractive interaction between the concentric shells and the chain.
Note that we have placed the origin at the center of the model dendrimer.
We are interested primarily in how the interaction between the chain and the
model dendrimer affects the complexation requirements and are not interested in
the chain's internal degrees of freedom. Therefore we assume that the first two
terms in eq. (A2) above, the chain's self-interactions, have the effect of creating
an effective step length, be , as defined by eq. (3.9) in the text. Thus, the analysis
is simplified to investigating a random walk of chain segments that interact with
the model dendrimer via the potential in eq. (3.7). With this approximation, the
end-to-end vector probability is given by
~wj* ds {-Tr) +—6 A^/o ds K |fl (a)
|
Sa da\o{a)\a Sinh{Ka)
(A4)
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Kquivataiitly, (?[^;0, L\ must satisfy
6 bm J±n
6L-^l 1 ' G[R.;0,L]*,6(R.)6(L)
with the implicit boundary conditions that G[4;0, t] = o at the surface of
^Penetrable shell at Z a> TOG|/l;(l,/,| = (). v is given by eq. (3.7) in the
text
This differential form .nay be further simplified into a spherically symmetric
eigenvalue problem. We begin to do this by introducing the bilinear expansion of
<?[/?.; 0,1]. T%(itL)*n (ll)<'- A"\ (A6)
Q
where tt0 (tf) is the ath eigenfunction and AQ is the corresponding eigenvalue of the
operator
* = 4*1 , V. (A7)
Since we arc interested in the high molecular weight, limit,, Ij » I, the ground
stale vj/
() will dominate] L31, L32] the sum in eq. (A6). 'Thus, we have
6?[A;0 f L]**;(4)*0 (ft) , A,,/. (AH)
with satisfying
(i
"
(A9)
I'M
We now take advantage of the spherical symmetry of the problem and obtain
(A10)
where we have defined
-r
~ r^rl 1 W + ~f^' (ah)
r -24TrlB \q\ Ai f
B
J .
* ~ K%b Aa A ^I^IM^H, (A12)
T = «r, and A' = 0. Unfortunately, there is no known exact analytical solution
to this equation for tf0 . We therefore proceed with the variational approach. The
technique is to guess a functional form for *0 based upon the boundary conditions
stated above for G[Re ; 0, LI. We choose
r
(A13)
Here, we have defined T0 = kZ with Z being our hard-core radius. The test
function is expressed in terms of a variational parameter, v, that may be adjusted
to minimize the energy of the system. Within this approach, A' is estimated using
eq. (.414) below.
A
,tfXj rfl + e (*+l) 2
(AH)
</r ^r0 + 2
Complexcd states are those that correspond to A' < 0 with v > 0. The first term
in the product is positive for v > 0 and the term within the bracket is monotonically
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•
™»M and
.ufflctant c lit bral „,
to exist ll
1 j
«36
e6 > (A15)
Initially, w account lor lost normalization prefactors by correcting our prediction
with the known solution for planar adflorption[28] and obtain eq. (3.8) In the text.
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A P l> KNDIX B
THE DRSICJN, CONSTRUCTION, AND UTILIZATION
OF A DISTRIBUTED MEMORY MULTI-PRC )CESS()I I
COMPUTER
(1aural (construction
The hulk of this research was carried out on two 24-node 21164-Alpha based
clusters. The art of performing large-scale computer simulations on relatively cheap
workstations connected over networks is growing daily and rapidly evolving. Thus,
this appendix will he, by virtue of the nature of its subject, outdated shortly after
if is written. However, I present the basic design as a starting point for future
constructions. The complete parts list is given below. Kssentially, these clusters
are composed of individual high-end Compute node workstations stripped of all i/o
components Other than a network card and hard drive. They are connected to one
another and a bead-node via a 10/100 megabit per second network for primary
inter-processor communications. A ("ye lades serial network connects the compute
nodes directly to the head node for backup access to the machines in the event of
an Kthernet failure, The Operating system is Red Hal. Linux. r The communications
library I used in my code is (he freely available Parallel Virtual Machine, TVM
Others, such as the Message Passing Interface (MPICH or bAM) exist.
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Parts List
24 EV56-LX M/B, 533 MHz 21164CPU, 300W P/S, 2MB cache, HDFD, 7Bay
tower Case
48 8x72, 64MB 3.3 Volt 10ns SDRAM-DIMMS
24 3.2GB Quantum IDE Drive
25 Kingston PCI Ethernet Card 10/100mbs
24 Category 5 PVC Ethernet cable - 25ft length
01 Elsa Gloria Synergy II Video Accelerator w/8MB SGRAM
01 40xIDE Toshiba CD-ROM
01 101 Keyboard and Logitech 3 button mouse
01 Red Hat Linux Bundle - including V. 6.0 and documents
01 3Com 3900 24 port stackable 100 Mbps switch
01 24 port serial concentrator Cyclom YeP PCI
24 25 pin to 9 pin NULL modem serial cables
OS Setup
The following steps are required for the initial system setup.
1) Configure and compile the kernel the way you want it.
2) Add a user other than root.
3) Add the following entry to /etc/inittab:
sl:2345:respawn:/sbin/getty ttySO T9600 vtlOO
4) Add the following entries to /etc/securetty: ttySO ttySl ttyS2 ttyS3.
5) Add any other software you think you might want on every machine (PVM,
MPI, aped, ect.).
6) Edit /etc/hosts to add a table of hostnamcs and LP. numbers.
7) Configure each node with a hostname and LP. number.
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Networks
The clusters are setup as a private network. This has a few advantages such
as not having to obtain a block of 48 new LP. numbers and providing a natural
firewall. The head node has two network cards and two LP. addresses. One card
Plugs into the cluster's switch, the other into the building's Ethernet network port.
This allows the head to communicate with the outside world transparently. The
routed daemon is running and LP. forwarding is set. The default gateway is set
and the default gateway device is the card connected to the outside world. The
gated daemon is not running.
The compute nodes do not have a default gateway and LP. forwarding is off.
They can communicate with a few machines on the outside world for which I have
set explicit route table entries. To accomplish this, edit /etc/rc.d/rc.local with a
line like:
route add -net 128.119.70.0 netmask 255.255.255.0 gw 192.168.1.1
Here, 192.168.1.1 is the head node's private net address, 128* is the network I am
trying to get to. Issue similar commands on the machines on the outside.
Efficient Use
To make effective use of each processor, I employed two types of parallelization.
The simplest and most efficient is a load balancing scheme. I wrote a queuing
program that accepts a number of serial jobs and distributes them to the available
processors. Once a processor finishes a task, it reports its result to the que and
requests another job. If any tasks are available, the queuing software issues a new
task. Otherwise the processor leaves the work group and is available for non-qued
jobs. Clearly this method is best applied to scenarios where many simulations
on relatively small systems are required. Fortunately, many problems such as the
dendrimer studies, arc amenable to this approach.
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The second type of parallelization is more elaborate and requires careful coding
to mask the main limitation of distributed computing environments, the network.
Large problems can take advantage of multiple processors by decomposing the com-
putational tasks into suitably sized chunks for each node. In general, the most time
consuming portion of any simulation is the calculation of the pairwise interactions.
Thus, these should be the focus of any parallelization scheme. Depending upon
the nature of the system, this step can be broken down in a "data decomposition-
partitioning of the problem, such as is described in Chapter 4, or a "spatial decom-
position" technique in which each processor is responsible for an a subsection of
space. The key to making either approach useful is to ensure that the processors
never wait for data from other nodes before proceeding with their calculations. To
accomplish this, one must either use a ratio of processors to particles such that each
node spends more time calculating than is required for the asynchronous communi-
cation over the network, or one must mask the network via use of approximations
such as that detailed in Chapter 4.
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